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FD 1402 PRESSURE SEALER: The FD 1402 AutoSeal® offers a
user-friendly low-volume solution for processing one-piece pressure sen-

sitive mailers. With a speed of up to
73 forms per minute and the ability to
process forms up to 14” in length, the
FD 1402 enables operators to com-
plete daily processing jobs with ease.
Standard features include redesigned
fold plates that are clearly marked
and easier to adjust, a control panel
with six-digit resettable counter, and
drop-in top feed system, all in a com-
pact and sleek desktop design. Fold

plates are pre-marked for standard folds for 11” and 14” form sizes, and
can be easily adjusted for custom folds. Built in the USA with proven
Formax technology, the FD 1402 is an economical solution with quality
and reliability.

FD 1502 PRESSURE SEALER: The FD 1502 AutoSeal® is an ideal
mid-volume solution for processing one-piece pressure sensitive mailers.

With a speed of up to 100 forms per
minute, in sizes up to 14” in length,
the FD 1502 enables operators to
complete daily jobs with ease. Newly
redesigned fold plates are clearly
marked and easier to adjust, making
the FD 1502 a breeze to set up, right
out of the box. With the capacity to
process 14” forms, it has the versatil-
ity to fold and seal virtually any

mid-volume application to meet your needs. Fold plates are marked for
four standard folds - Z, C, Uneven Z and Half folds - and can be easily re-
set for custom folds including Eccentric Z and C-fold mailers. The com-
pact, sleek design and ease of operation make this unit ideal for process-
ing documents in an office environment with mid-volume applications.
Built in the USA with proven Formax technology, the FD 1502 provides
an economical solution with quality and reliability.

FD 1502PLUS PRESSURE SEALER: The FD 1502 Plus AutoSeal®
offers a user-friendly mid-volume solution for processing one-piece pres-

sure-sensitive mailers. A process-
ing speed of up to 6,250 forms per
hour enables operators to complete
daily jobs with ease. Plus, the inte-
grated output conveyor keeps pro-
cessed forms in a neat, sequential
order, ready for the mail. Newly re-
designed fold plates are clearly
marked and easier to adjust, making

the FD 1502 a breeze to set up, right out of the box. With the capacity to
process 14” forms, it has the versatility to fold and seal virtually any
mid-volume application to meet your needs. Fold plates are marked for
four standard folds - Z, C, Uneven Z and Half folds - and can be easily re-
set for custom folds including Eccentric Z and C-fold mailers. The com-
pact desktop design and ease of set-up and operation make this unit ideal

for small offices or individual departments. Built in the USA with proven
Formax technology, the FD 1502 Plus is an economical solution with
quality and reliability.

FD 2054: The new FD 2054 joins the Formax AutoSeal line, replacing
the FD 2052, and utilizes the latest Formax folding technology. The
FD2054 is a fully automatic pressure sealer which provides the ultimate
tabletop solution for processing pressure sensitive one- piece mailers.
Forms are processed at speeds up to 16,450 per hour, and are output to an
integrated telescoping conveyor with automated nip roller positioning,ca-
pable of holding up to 500 processed forms. Designed with ease of opera-
tion and efficiency in mind, the FD 2054 automatically detects and ad-
justs for 11”, 14” and 17” forms. It features 5 pre-programmed standard
folds for even panel C, V, Z and uneven/eccentric C and Z folds. It also
has the ability to store up to 35 custom fold settings with the simple touch
of a button. The FD 2054 utilizes a drop-in three-roller feed system which
produces dependable feeding of forms with no paper fanning required.
The large 2.8” (71mm) backlit LCD display and user friendly control
panel allow for untrained operators to walk up and start processing pres-
sure seal forms with little to no instruction. The FD2054 advanced soft-
ware allows for all standard fold types and paper sizes to be customized to
meet your particular needs. The duty cycle has been dramatically in-
creased from 125,000 pieces/month to200,000/month. Options include a
fully enclosed cabinet for storage and 402 Series Joggers to reduce static
electricity and align forms for proper feeding.

FD 2094/FD 2084 AUTOSEAL MID-VOLUME PRODUCTION
PRESSURE SEALERS: The FD 2094 is designed for high-volume
cut-sheet pressure seal applications at speeds of up to 28,000 forms per
hour and a monthly duty cycle of up to 400,000 mail-ready pieces. The air
feed folder system and high-capacity
31” sequential out feed stacker com-
bine to offer continual loading of
cut-sheet forms. Additional features
include six pre-programmed fold set-
tings,three custom-fold settings, and
the ability to process forms up to 20”in
length. The FD 2084 combines the FD
2094 with the Formax 676
Maxi-Burster to process continuous
pressure seal forms in-line.

2200 SERIES AUTOSEAL
AUTOMATIC HIGH-VOL-
UME PRESSURE SEALER:
The 2200 Series is a high-volume
pressure sealer, offering fully au-
tomated settings to provide for
quick and easy setup of different
jobs. Processing speeds are up to
40,000 forms per hour. Three
cut-sheet models and a continu-
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ous form model are available that offer different in-feed options: the
FD2200 utilizes an air-feed system with a capacity of up to 500forms; the
FD 2200-EX offers an extended air-feed system to reach a capacity of up
to 1,000 forms; the FD 2250 utilizes a pile feed system to reach a total ca-
pacity of up to 3,500 loaded forms; and the FD 2280 is in-line with the FD
680 Burster for processing continuous forms. All 4 models produce fast
and accurate folds to deliver a secure and time-effective finished product
ready for the mail.

THE FD 2002 DESKTOP PRESSURE SEALER: The FD 2002 re-
places the FD 2000 and offers increased speed, capacity,and a new fold
plate design. The FD 2002 now has a hopper capacity of250 forms, with a
speed of up to 8,000 per hour. It features redesigned sliding fold plates,
which are easier to adjust, and fine-tune knobs for crisp,precise folds.
Standard folds include C, V, Z and uneven C and Z folds,in addition to
custom fold settings. The FD 2002 utilizes a drop-in three-roller feed sys-
tem which produces dependable feeding of forms with no paper fanning
required. It has a user-friendly touch-pad control panel, LED indicators,
six- digit counter, jog control, and fault detection.Options include a lock-

ing cabinet and a choice of
two conveyors with photo
eye for neat, sequential
stacking of processed forms.
The FD 2002 is also avail-
able as a package, which in-
cludes the pressure sealer,

cabinet and conveyor at a reduced price.

THE FD 2032 DESKTOP PRESSURE SEALER: The FD 2032 re-
places the FD 2030 and offers increased speed, capacity, and a new fold
plate design. The FD 2032 now has a hopper capacity of 350 forms,with a
speed of up to 11,000 per hour. It features redesigned sliding fold plates,
which are easier to adjust, and fine-tune knobs for crisp, precise folds.
Standard folds include C, V, Z and uneven C and Z folds, in addition to
custom fold settings. The FD 2032 utilizes a drop-in three-roller feed sys-
tem which produces dependable feeding of forms with no paper fanning
required. It has a user-friendly touch-pad control panel,LED indicators,
six-digit counter, jog control, and fault detection. Options include a lock-
ing cabinet and a choice of two conveyors with photo eye for neat, se-
quential stacking of processed forms. The FD2032 is also available as a
package, which includes the pressure sealer, cabinet and conveyor.

FORMAX FD 2002IL PRESSURE SEAL SYSTEM: The FD2002IL
System allows operators to print, fold and seal pressure-sensitive one piece
mailers in one step, reducing processing time while increasing document
security.The IL System works in-line with model-specific MICR and
non-MICR desktop laser printers. The fully-enclosed paper path is de-
signed to conceal confidential documents, including PIN notices, checks,
school grade reports and health care information.The IL System incorpo-

rates the industry-leading
FD 2002 AutoSeal®
which features a
user-friendly LED con-
trol panel and pre-marked
fold settings for 11” and
14” standard forms. The
IL Alignment Base joins

the FD 2002IL with the laser printer, and has an easy-pull design which al-
lows the printer to be pulled away from the pressure sealer, providing con-
venient access to the paper path and fold plates. The FD 2002IL is ideal for
companies looking for a mid-volume in-line solution.

FORMAX FD 1202 PRESSURE SEALER: The FD 1202 AutoSeal®
provides a user-friendly solution for processing of one-piece pres-

sure-sensitive mailers. Combined
with a laser printer and pressure seal
forms, the FD 1202 creates secure,
mail-ready pieces in minutes, without
the need for envelopes. The clearly
marked fold plates, simple ergo-
nomic controls and drop-in feed sys-
tem provide easy set-up and opera-
tion, right out of the box. A process-
ing speed of up to 38 forms per min-
ute and the added capability of pro-
cessing 14” forms enable operators to
complete daily processing jobs with ease.

FORMAX FD 2200-10 STAND- ALONE
PRESSURE SEALER: The FD 2200-10 is a
money-saving alternative to buying a completely
new folding and sealing system, because it can be
integrated into the current system, drastically re-
ducing the up-front cost of adding pressure seal
capabilities. The FD2200-10’s patented pressure
seal system has been engineered to process pres-
sure seal forms at speeds of up to 40,000 pieces
per hour, combined with heavy-duty construction
built to last in the most demanding environments.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-232-5535 or click
www.formax.com.
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